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Technology in the classroom opens new opportunities and experiences for students and teachers.
Logitech tools take those experiences to the next level.
With over 35 years’ experience helping educational institutions, Logitech is transforming the future
of teaching and learning.
Logitech products elevate student and teacher performance across Apple, Google, and Windows
devices. Offering solutions specifically designed for education environments, as well as the perfect
tools for exciting school activities like eSports and content creation, Logitech has education covered.

WHY LOGITECH FOR EDUCATION?
Discover how Logitech technology enriches teaching and learning scenarios.

ENHANCE LEARNING WITH
IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES

SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE
USB PLUG-AND-PLAY

DURABLE PRODUCT
DESIGN

Tools that facilitate both
independent and collaborative
learning in all environments

Easy to use solutions that
free up time for teachers
and IT staff

Products designed to withstand
everyday use and even the
occasional classroom mishap

EXPANSION BEYOND
THE CLASSROOM

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

Logitech video solutions
personalize learning and expand
beyond the walls of the classroom

Logitech considers the
far-reaching environmental
impact across the full lifecycle
of its products

LEADING PLATFORM COMPATIBILITY
Classroom solutions that work seamlessly and elevate the experience
across leading platforms.
CHROMEBOOK CERTIFIED

APPLE COMPATIBLE

Logitech offers products that have
been tested and certified Works
With Chromebook by Google

Logitech accessories just go with
Apple experiences. Logitech has been
designing products for, and sometimes
with, Apple for over a decade

MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE
Logitech peripherals work seamlessly with Windows PCs,
and Microsoft Teams® supports Logitech webcams and
headsets for crystal clear video collaboration.

THE IMPORTANCE OF AUDIO
Headsets help to eliminate distractions in noisy classroom
environments and enable students to focus on the task at hand.
A built-in mic enhances engagement and ensures information is
understood and absorbed.

HEADSETS

DID YOU KNOW?

83%

of middle-school students
surveyed by Logitech felt it was easier to
focus with less background noise thanks
to a Logitech headset1.

LOGITECH AUDIO SOLUTIONS AMPLIFY LEARNING
Logitech headsets, microphones, and speakers for education:
•
•
•
•

Enable greater student focus in class and during
independent learning
Are easy to clean and safe to share
Work with multiple devices and operating systems
Support the creativity of teachers and students

DID YOU KNOW?
Students between the age of 5 and 14 are still developing
cognitive auditory processing skills and, therefore, cannot decipher
the full meaning of content if it’s not heard correctly2.

THE IMPORTANCE OF VIDEO
High-quality webcams help students enjoy more interactive,
dynamic lessons. Whether in the classroom or collaborating
on assignments at home, webcams allow students to better
engage with teachers and peers.
To expand learning beyond the classroom, teachers can use
webcams to create dynamic content for students to digest in
their own time as part of a flipped classroom approach.

WEBCAMS

LOGITECH VIDEO SOLUTIONS ELEVATE ENGAGEMENTS
Logitech’s portfolio of webcams for education:
•
•
•

•

Meet every need, from simple plug-and-play solutions		
to 4K quality cameras
Enable teachers and students to better engage and
collaborate in the classroom and beyond
Deliver webcams that are compatible with with leading video
conferencing platforms, including ZoomTM, Google MeetTM,
and Microsoft Teams®
Support the creativity of students and teachers with intuitive
software like Logitech Capture for content creation

DID YOU KNOW?
A Pearson study found that Gen Z students are able to focus when
they receive information through a preferred format, making video
an ideal way for teachers to capture their students’ attention.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PRECISION
Mice enable students to be more precise and work
more comfortably by comparison to using a built-in
laptop trackpad.
As their bodies and motor skills develop, the right
tools are essential to help students maintain posture,
focus, and control.

MICE

DID YOU KNOW?

Studies have shown that students who are still
developing their fine motor skills work slower and
make more errors when using a trackpad.4

Teachers using a mouse versus
a trackpad will increase their
productivity by 50%

LOGITECH MICE DELIVER IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY
The Logitech range of mice for education:
•
•
•
•

Feature ergonomic design to prevent wrist and forearm
pain for maximum focus
Enable students and teachers to work faster and
more precisely
Provide control over multiple devices with Easy-Switch 		
on select models
Include those compatible with Unifying technology to
connect multiple devices and free up USB ports

DID YOU KNOW?
60% of children between 10-17 years old report discomfort during
laptop use. This is of particular concern as it occurs during critical
periods of their skeletal growth5.

THE IMPORTANCE OF COMFORT
Keyboards in the classroom must be robust and able to stand
up to regular cleaning after each class.
Keyboards are also an important consideration for students
whose muscles are still developing. Achieving the correct screen
height and keyboard position for optimum comfort and posture
avoids health impact later in life but can be difficult to achieve
with a built-in laptop keyboard.

KEYBOARDS

DID YOU KNOW?
Without the correct posture and equipment,
symptoms of ICT related back pain and
headache that occur between 8-14 can persist
into the late 20s.

LOGITECH KEYBOARDS ARE DURABLE AND SUPPORT
ERGONOMICS
Logitech keyboards for education:
•
•
•
•

Feature unique silicone covers, plus durable, pry-resistant keys to
protect against spills and regular cleaning
Are robust enough to withstand falls from standard desk heights
Help reduce eye strain and muscle strain through improved
positioning and posture
Simple plug-and-play USB connectivity

DID YOU KNOW?
The spill-resistant design of Logitech keyboards for education
means liquid drains out of the keyboard, so you don’t need to
worry about damage with accidental spills.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PROTECTION
AND PERFORMANCE
iPads are becoming increasingly popular in classrooms around
the world, and the right accessories not only protect your
investment but elevate their functionality.
Cases and accessories for iPad enable students to interact
and learn in new ways while ensuring their devices remain
protected from accidental drops and scrapes.

iPAD®
ACCESSORIES

LOGITECH iPAD SOLUTIONS PROTECT DEVICES, EXPAND
ACCESSIBILITY AND ENHANCE FUNCTIONALITY
•

•
•

•

Logitech Crayon, a versatile, pixel-precise digital pencil that provides
a natural way for children to write and draw on iPad and significantly
improves spelling accuracy and creativity
iPad Keyboard cases with built-in keyboards that offer military-standard
drop protection, and promote accurate typing and a more natural posture
Durable and spill-resistant external keyboards that simply plug into
iPad and offer well-spaced, full-size keys and a precise and comfortable
typing experience
Mice that provide more precision and control and fit naturally in the
palm, helping students to work faster and be more productive with
maximum comfort

DID YOU KNOW?
Over 70% of state testing agencies in the US highly recommend
or require external keyboards for assessments on iPads6

MAKE THE GRADE WITH LOGITECH
Technology is now part of classroom learning and teaching. Logitech is committed to designing
and delivering technology that will enable teachers and inspire students with solutions that
provide limitless potential for creativity, productivity, and collaboration.
We build solutions that will push the limits on what is possible and enhance other classroom
technology investments and applications.
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SOLUTIONS FOR APPLE
iPad offers students the freedom to explore and express their
ideas whenever and wherever inspiration strikes. Logitech
takes how students interact to the next level and protects iPad
investments with peripherals that spark innovation and open
up new possibilities.

APPLE
ECOSYSTEM
SUPPORT

RUGGED COMBO 3 AND RUGGED COMBO 3 TOUCH

920-009385 AND 920-010342

3 Sealed, pry-resistant keys protect
against curious fingers
3 Cases that meet military drop
standards for classroom accidents
3 Silent keys avoid distraction for
students and teachers
3 Precision, control, and flexibility to
tackle more complex work and tasks

H111 STEREO HEADSET
FOR EDUCATION
981-000999

3 Enhance learning with clear
audio
3 Blocks background noise to
improve focus
3 Integrated microphone
supports lifelike conversations

The Logitech Rugged Combo 3 Touch is a
winner of the Tech & Learning Awards of
Excellence “Best Tools for Back to School”
in the primary K-6 category

PEBBLE I345

LOGITECH CRAYON

WHITE: 910-005770

914-000033

3 Delivers more precision
control
3 Ambidextrous design
3 Silent clicking makes
for happy teachers

3 Draw, take notes, or work out
math problems intuitively.
3 Build student confidence and
strengthen student-teacher
relationships.
3 Teachers can make notes on
any student’s iPad without
pairing

SOLUTIONS FOR CHROMEBOOK
With 10 million students using Chromebook to learn and complete
tasks, having tools that are Works With Chromebook certified has
never been more important. Logitech has your school covered with
an extensive line of simple, durable and easy to deploy solutions
across seven different product categories that are guaranteed and
certified by Google to Work with Chromebook.
These solutions help students to enhance their creativity, precision,
focus, and stamina while also enabling educators to take their
teaching to the next level.

WORKS WITH
CHROMEBOOK

WHAT IS WORKS WITH CHROMEBOOK?

When you see the Works With Chromebook badge, it means
that this Logitech device meets compatibility standards to work
seamlessly with Chromebooks.

H390 USB HEADSET

M510 WIRELESS MOUSE

981-000014

910-001822

3 Simple plug-and-play USB
setup
3 Removes background noise
for crystal clear audio
3 Integrated in-line controls

3 Helps students and teachers
do more in less time
3 Ergonomic design supports
classroom comfort
3 Provides precision control
versus a built-in trackpad

C920S PRO HD WEBCAM

K580 WIRELESS KEYBOARD
FOR CHROME OS

960-001257

3 Makes students feel more
engaged during lessons
3 Dual-mic stereo audio for
clearer and more realistic sound
3 Privacy shutter protects the
lens and ensures privacy
when needed

920-009270

3 Compact layout to
complement Chromebook
3 Enhances comfort and
productivity
3 Easy-Switch enables typing
on two different devices

Z207 BLUETOOTH®
COMPUTER SPEAKERS
BLACK: 980-001294

3 Room-filling sound for
watching videos and
communicating online
3 Enhances student and teacher
content creation tasks
3 Bluetooth connectivity 		
with Easy-Switch

BLUE YETI USB MICROPHONE
988-000103

3 Bring ideas to life with
Chromebook
3 Simple USB connection for
creativity out of the box
3 Ideal for collaboration,
creating content or both

SOLUTIONS FOR WINDOWS
Logitech creates high-quality accessories that enhance
the Windows experience for students and teachers,
whether it’s at learning stations in the classroom, the
library, or computer lab.
Accessories include external keyboards and mice that help
prevent unnecessary eye and neck strain. They are packed with
features such as Unifying technology, which allows users to pair up
to six different Logitech peripherals through the same receiver, saving
USB space. Or headsets that ensure students hear and are heard
clearly, and improve focus and connection. All compatible
with Windows OS devices.

H111 STEREO HEADSET
FOR EDUCATION

HD C270 WEBCAM

WINDOWS
SOLUTIONS

M325 WIRELESS MOUSE

960-000694

910-002974

3 Perfect for presenting live or
recording content for sharing
3 Can take still or video images
for different classroom views
3 Makes teach more dynamic,
detailed, and interactive

3 Easier and more precise
than a trackpad
3 Enhanced web and app
navigation
3 Builds confidence and
supports happy learning

K120 KEYBOARD WITH
SILICONE COVER

BLUE SNOWBALL USB
MICROPHONE

Z207 BLUETOOTH
COMPUTER SPEAKERS

920-010015

988-000073

BLACK: 980-001294

3 Silicone cover can
withstand frequent
cleaning and disinfecting
3 Hassle-free, plug-and-play
setup
3 Enhances student posture
to improve mood and
increase energy

3 Exceptional clarity for
face-to-face learning and
collaboration
3 Ideal for recording music,
podcasting, and streaming
3 Compact design with no
complex setup

3 Room-filling sound for
watching videos and
communicating online
3 Enhances student and
teacher content creation
tasks
3 Bluetooth connectivity 		
with Easy-Switch

981-000999

3 Students can hear more
clearly in class
3 Moveable mic for better
voice capture
3 Soft ear cushions and
adjustable headband for
individual comfort

SOLUTIONS CREATED FOR EDUCATION
Logitech’s range of Created for Education solutions is
designed with students and teachers in mind.
With unique features and durable design, they are
prepared to withstand the rigors of the classroom
while being easy to use and clean.

MK120/MK270 WITH SILICONE COVER

MK120: 920-010020 AND MK270: 920-010025

3 Mouse and keyboard combo to improve performance and comfort
3 Available with an easy-clean cover that protects the keyboard
against spills
3 Durable and drop-tested to withstand falls from desk height

B100 WIRED MOUSE
FOR EDUCATION

H111 STEREO HEADSET
FOR EDUCATION

910-001439

981-000999

3 Durable and comfortable
with an ambidextrous design
3 800 dpi optical tracking for
superior precision
3 Ideal for all education uses

3 Enables students to hear and be
heard clearly
3 Ideal for watching video and
using educational apps
3 Keeps focus on the lesson and
the teacher
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SOLUTIONS FOR CONTENT
CREATION: EMBRACE THE
FLIPPED CLASSROOM
The flipped classroom is becoming an increasingly popular
way to engage with students and promote new methods
of learning over traditional in-class activities.
Using technology, teachers can create engaging content for
students to access outside of class before deeper discussion
takes place during lessons. Delivering lessons digitally enables
student to learn at their own pace as well as review content
multiple times to enhance comprehension.

CONTENT
CREATION

981-000797

SNOWBALL USB MICROPHONE

MK270

988-000073

920-010025

3 Create content with
exceptional sound
3 Minimize unwanted
ambient sound with active
noise cancellation
3 Enjoy superior audio for
content review and editing

3 Capture studio-quality audio
3 Enjoy the best audio recording for
streaming and content creation
3 Benefit from simple USB
connectivity with no additional
equipment required

3 Achieve convenience and
comfort in one combo
3 Save desk space with
wireless connectivity
3 Type and scroll precisely
with a full-sized keyboard
and wireless mouse

ZONE WIRELESS HEADSET

NEW TO THE LOGITECH LINEUP…
The Logitech Mevo Start streaming
camera, combined with complementary
technologies like digital whiteboards, makes
learning and interaction far easier and can
even support wider school activities like live
streaming sports and arts events on leading
streaming platforms.
3 Stream to leading platforms easily
3 Capture school events, including sports and arts
3 Combine with complementary technologies to
enhance learning

SPOTLIGHT PRESENTER
SLATE: 910-004654

3 Present content from
anywhere in the classroom
with maximum flexibility (or
to keep students engaged)
3 Quickly navigate between
slides with intuitive controls
3 Use three pointing modes
to highlight presentation
content

SOLUTIONS FOR eSPORTS
Today, more than 170 US colleges have varsity eSports
programs and are offering around $16 million per year
in scholarships. Schools are following suit, investing in
eSports technology for their students. Logitech supports
institutions including eSports as part of their extracurricular activities with a range of solutions designed to
enhance online play.
Logitech G Technology is designed specifically for eSports
and features headsets, keyboards, mice, and cameras.

eSPORTS

With 97% of boys and 83% of girls aged 13-17 identifying
as gamers, eSports expands critical thinking and Social
Emotional Learning for students thanks to constant
communication and collaboration.

3 Logitech G eSport solutions improve student gamer experiences
3 Created in collaboration with many of the world’s top eSports athletes
3 Deliver superior performance in after-class games.

G335 WIRED GAMING
HEADSET
BLACK: 981-000977

3 Lightweight at 240grams, with
suspension headband design
for most comfortable fit
3 3.5mm audio jack and multiplatform compatibility
3 Built-in controls with 		
flip-to-mute mic

G203 GAMING MOUSE
BLACK: 910-005790

3 6 programmable buttons to
simplify in-game actions
3 200 to 8,000 DPI for
incredible accuracy, tracking
speed and consistency
3 LIGHTSYNC technology
enables dynamic and
customizable illumination
that synchronizes to games,
videos, and music.

G512 MECHANICAL
GAMING KEYBOARD
CARBON LINEAR: 920-008722

3 Advanced GX mechanical
switches to suit any play style
3 Configurable full function
keys to control media and
change lighting
3 LIGHTSYNC technology
provides the most immersive
RGB experience

LOGITECH HAS EDUCATION COVERED
Logitech designs innovative
products that make an impact.
We create transformational and
accessible experiences for students,
teachers, and schools across age
groups that spark innovation
and open up new possibilities.
Supporting education is inherent
to our mission as that today’s
students are tomorrow’s inventors.

Every Logitech product for education has been designed with
the needs of schools in mind. When you choose Logitech for
your school, you can count on:
3
3
3
3
3
3

Simple set up and ease of use
Durability and high performance
Reduced maintenance and fewer support tickets
Cost-effective solutions for every budget
Dedicated customer service and support
3 year warranty for greater peace of mind

Find out more at:
logitech.com/education
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